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1. Which windows are SEHOP contained?
▪ Windows Vista sp1 (Optional)
▪ Windows 7 (Optional)
▪ Windows Server 2008 (Default enabled)
▪ Windows Server 2008 R2 (Default enabled) [1]

2. The exploitation method principles
There are two principles of SEHOP all-at-once bypass method.
1. Targeted(or victim) stackoverrun vulnerable application built by VC++ 6.0
and some other versions(non-tested).
2. The vulnerable application running on a box which SEHOP mitigation enabled
windows environment.

3. Limitations
1. The method tested was with __except_handler3, not with __except_handler4.
2. The method tested was with not related with __EH4_CallFilterFunction of
scopetable struct. It was using the SEH chain only.
3. The method was works by using __except_handler3-like copied routine
around DLL's mapping area. (tested on Vista sp1 with SEHOP enabled manually.)
4. __except_handler4 also have the routine to call user-defined handler. then
if you can, also abusing this. as __EH4_CallFilterFunction of ScopeTable abusing.
after GS security cookie, EH security cookie checking (XORed).
(some good references are exists on googling. )

4 Other mitigations?
● Stack ASLR In Vista sp1?
"Microsoft's Windows Vista (released January 2007), Windows Server 2008, Windows 7,

and Windows Server 2008 R2 have ASLR enabled by default, although only for those
executables and dynamic link libraries specifically linked to be ASLR-enabled.[7]

This did not include Internet Explorer 7 on Windows Vista prior to Service Pack 1;
ASLR and Data Execution Prevention (DEP) are both disabled for application compatibility
purposes." [3]

As you can see, Vista I tested only enabled for Executables and DLLs.
No Stack ASLR. and DEP is exists and can be applied to mapping areas.
Vista, Windows Server 2008, Windows 7 is the SEHOP systems.
But if you want to enable stack ASLR on Vista. then it's also able to do.
"When executing a program whose image has been marked for ASLR, the memory
layout of the process is further randomized by placing the thread stack and the process

heaps randomly." [4]
As you may know, Process Heaps also can be ramdomized.

● DEP?
The method was not considered about DEP(Data Execution Prevention).
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